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no one is playing this game. The a e s t h e t i c of this game is rather pleasing. Microgons is a well designed and easy to pick up
turn based game for two players. Choose 6 meeples from a pool of 24 figurines to assemble your team, generate a game board
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and you are ready to start a match. The first one to kill the enemy king wins the game and while trying to achieve that goal you
can employ a wide variety of skills and tactics. Each meeple comes with different movement rules, its own special skill and hit
points. Despite all of that depth Microgons is very easy to just pick up and play thanks to a stylish but minimalistic interface.
There is just nothing wrong with Microgons. It looks cool, has a lot of depth, is very well balanced, there is a lot of replayablity
and to top it all off, its just 4,99. I wholeheartily recommend Microgons to everyone who likes good game design and is looking
for a 1 on 1 boardgame. Matches tend to be around 10 to 20 minutes, so its a nice coffee break game as well. And on a sidenote:
I simply love the relaxing soundtrack.. Total crap.. chesslike -nobody is online -no proper tuts. The reason I really disliked Elder
Scrolls Legends was that it added pre-built decks within a week, one of the major reasons I've grown to dislike Hearthstone
more and more are the pre-built decks. This game could however benefit a lot with handing out some good noob deck with
some basic explanations on why it's good as it would help you get in to the game and start to get the foundations of it and
through it build your own set of pieces. It's close enough to chess to feel familiar but different enough to make it really hard to
just get in to and there's no really easy (I don't really think a tutorial would be good either) way to get to understand the pieces as
that's what you need to learn, the pieces, what they do, why they're good and their synergy to give you the basics of how to build
a working compilation of pieces. The idea of this game is very nice (not sure why it hovered at 80 FPS though as it's way too
low for what they presented) and I do think it has a lot of potential to be fun it's however ruined of how you're thrown in to
"build a team" in which you can look at the pieces and what they do but you aren't told if they're truely useful and all the
practice you can do is against AI and you start the game with having to discard two of your pieces because reasons.
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